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About This Game

A writer has died. His daughter seeks the help of you, Ord Salamon, to find his secret last novel. During the search, questions
will emerge. Did her father really kill himself? What is the secret novel all about? What is going on at the island of Fardo?

Crack codes, decipher secrets & find a lost fortune in this exciting adventure for Windows PC.

+ Old-school style point & click adventure
+ Full English voice acting, 2000+ lines

+ Hand-drawn art & animation, 60+ rooms
+ Original soundtrack by Lannie Neely III, 45+ mins
+ Additional languages (text only) included, EFIGS

The Samaritan Paradox is set in Sweden in the 80's. Ord Salomon has agreed to help Sara Bergwall find the book her father,
Jonatan Bergwall, wrote before he died. During the course of this treasure hunt, he learns that Jonatan was investigating the

weapons industry, and more specifically some covert affairs with foreign dictatorships.

But more questions arise. What is the book about, and why does Sara want Ord to find it for her? Did her Alzheimer's-stricken
mother know the secret before she grew too demented to share it? And how did Jonatan actually die?
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Title: The Samaritan Paradox
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Faravid Interactive
Publisher:
Screen 7
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Memory: 500 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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A fun casual game where you guide aircraft around the screen to land at a location of the same color. Easy to play, with steadily
increasing difficulty as the sky gets busier and busier.. lol. I love these creative indie games.. i like bhoping and the way you
jump in quake servers, it is almost like the same but with more elaborated levels and goddam some of them are pretty difficult.
Does this game throw me a challenge? The challenge accepted xd. Love the randomness and expanse of the world. I was able to
play and craft things right away, and hasnt crashed at all, contrary to other reviews. Great game, can't wait to dig more into it
and build more.. Fun -brings me back to the 80's.. This is an interesting graphical novella story. Almost no risque boards. My
first tun got the resort closed. Better luck next time, huh? If you are in the mood for a fun time killer, get this game.. The Sega
Dreamcast had some amazing games back in its day. Slave Zero was one of them.. Very fun game. I always play with my
friends. Warning there has always been an animal battle in the heath.
It is recommended if you like animal survival games that include single player and multiplayer. Single player is hard.
There isn't much players in servers sometimes.
I think they stopped updating Lif, sadly. And beware the Broken Crew who i do not wanna tell you what they do.
Other than that itsretty fun!

Glitches:
-go out of a hole and go thru ground into water
. It will take too long to list all features of this outstanding work, so I'll just say that this is must-have if you like 80\/90s games
and want to see it modernized to today's standart without losing the key atmosphere. Totally worth every penny.. Best game ever
kappa
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You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the
number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money.
This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. If you hate quicksaves and love cheap deaths it's the 2003
game for you (now in 4K, no joke).. This is the kind of game that grows on you.
At first look, I thought it was quite\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the graphics were stale, the gameplay felt
lackluster and the tutorial is awful.

But the more you play, the more you learn and it starts to grow. Characters have their own needs, you will be able to vote for
issues, combat uses a flanking system that works quite well.

Some things to keep in mind when starting that the tutorial doesn't really mention:
You can be outside until 8PM.
You can attack from diagonal directions with two handed weapons.
Bleeding is just a Damage over time effect.
Get a recycler asap.. Could you add more missions to the single player campaigns and release an italian single player campaign
as well ?
. I really want to like this game but it's got some many issues for me that I just can't ignore them. Maybe I'm just bad at this
game. Maybe the game is badly designed\/badly balanced. It really doesn't matter because it doesn't change the fact that the
issues are there. I only got so far as the Wind Shrine but the game irritated the hell out of me VERY quickly.

The problems I have with the game:

The controls are unresponsive and very floaty\/icey. This is in regards to the movement and the attacking. Walking is very slow
and I don't see why the default speed isn't just running, but when you stop running, you slide for a bit afterwards and the same
happens with jumping. I assume it's a momentum concept but it makes some parts of the game very annoying. When attacking,
the controls were unresponsive in the sense of Dark Souls 1, as an example. In DkS1, your attack frames with most weapons
would fall behind the button presses, because the game prioritised attack frames over you actually hitting the buttons. This
resulted in attacks either being ignored because you didn't press the button after the last frame(big issue while parrying, side-
note) or attacks being "queued up" if you resorted to mashing the attack button. That's exactly what the combat in this game was
like for me. Either attacks wouldn't be recognised or the button prompts for certain attacks just didn't work(e.g. wide slash).
This resulted in me, for the most part, unintentionally button mashing the basic attack, which the game specifically tells you not
to do.

Stunlocking. Yeah, this game has it. If you get hit, you have a slight moment of stun, and this can happen over and over again. If
you get hit several times like this you get knocked down and then you're temporarily stunned with no way to get out of it.
There's other status effects like being frozen but you can button mash your way out of that. With this, you just get juggled
around by the enemy with no way to do anything... because you're stunned. On the flip side, enemies either reacted very little or
didn't react at all to my attacks, so as far as I'm concerned, you CANNOT stun ANY enemies up to the wind shrine, and that
makes it ridiculously weighed against you. Whether not people like it, stunlocking will never be fun and it really shouldn't be a
mechanic in any other game than player-to-player fighting games, and even then it's iffy but fighter games are made for that
type of gameplay.

There's this enemy called the Merkid that makes this a pretty big issue. He has a spear, and he can attack at a significantly
longer range than you can from any direction and he attacks very fast. Needless to say, it's like the phalynx enemies from
DkS1's painted world, but in a 2D environment. The Wind Shrine is a location specific to the healer, Sana, and she has to go off
into areas by herself several timesbut she's and incredibly weak, which means that I had to repeatedly run back to town and then
run back to the dungeon to fight the same enemies over and over again. It's not fun.

If a party member dies, you have to travel all the way out of the dungeon and back to the town for them to revive with 1 hp, or
die and lose 10% of your money. You can apparently get a "revive potion" but I didn't find any so far and you can only get new
items in the shop by bringing them to the shop first, and even then it's in a certain order and only certain items.

Also, to heal, you have to go all the way from the area you're at, to either an angel statue(and they are very rare AFAIK), or to
the school's nurse... and it takes a long time to do either. Aside from saving at the end of a day, they're the only ways I found to
heal and save without wasting items.
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If you enjoy these types of games, then go for it. I enjoy these games if they give enough room for people that aren't good at
button-mashing beat em' ups, but this game didn't have very good controls or convenience for me to play it any longer than I did.
Oh well, was hoping I'd enjoy this game. A thumb's up because it's still worth it, despite its flaws.. Total War: Rome II is fine
for the plebeian masses, but for the true Romanophile there is Alea Jacta Est.

Not only does it include some of the more popular conflicts such as Caesar's civil war and the slave revolt of Spartacus (DLC),
but also has some of lesser known internal struggles like Marius vs. Sulla, and the year of the four emperors (my personal fav).

For those who have never played an AGEOD game before the learning curve may be a little steep, though not nearly as bad as
some of the more complicated grand strategy games out there (I'm looking at you HoI3!)

So, if you're a fan of Roman history like I am, and are looking for something with a little more depth than, 'march army here,
capture city,' this is the game for you!. Underated. Anyone who likes a story-driven Strategy RPG should get this. Well worth
the low price!. Simple and short but super cute.

Whispers of a Machine - new game by the developer - is in production!:
Hello,
Faravid Interactive and Clifftop Games (Kathy Rain), are proud to announce the new game-in-production Whispers of a
Machine.

Please visit
http://www.whispersofamachine.com
and see what it's all about.

It will be like TSP, only prettier, better, less frustrating and overall a more rewarding gaming experience.

Thank you,
Petter of Faravid Interactive. Whispers of a Machine has a steam page!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/631570/Whispers_of_a_Machine/. Whispers of a Machine launching on April 17!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/631570/Whispers_of_a_Machine/. The Samaritan Paradox is updated to version 1.1:
Hello there! Today (Sat 05 May) we have updated the standard (default) branch of The Samaritan Paradox to Version 1.1. 
Please see below for important notes about previously Saved Games.

Your game will update automatically with a download of around 14mb. This update currently applies to the Windows version
only. We hope to update the existing Linux version in due course.

Version 1.1 has been rebuilt through the latest version of AGS (3.4.1) which allows for better performance on high resolution
monitors. You may need to adjust the settings (via Winsetup) to suit your needs.

 Alt+Enter to switch between Fullscreen & Windowed Mode whilst playing

 Increased memory cache (up to 512mb) to reduce slowdown issues

 Updated steam_api.dll for those who have experienced an error on startup with "SetAchievement^1" error

 Also, Spanish translation has been updated with some minor spelling and grammar fixes thanks to walas74.

Saved Games: Due to the rebuild through a new version of AGS engine, players who have saved games before today
will now have incompatible save games with version 1.1.

If you want to restore your old Save Games, you will need to jump back to version 1.0. This is very simple:

Right click on The Samaritan Paradox in your Steam library, choose Properties and then select the Betas tab. From the
drop down menu, select "Freja v1.0" and you will be on the Freja branch.
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We apologize for the inconvenience but want to keep the game up to date and compatible with newer hardware since its release
in 2014. Thanks for understanding!

As always, if you continue to experience any issues please let us know in the Steam forum: 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/283180/discussions/

Note: We realize some elements of each translation may not be working fully, and hope to fix this and update version 1.1 in the
near future. We've also tested better functionality of the inventory bar after player feedback, and hope to also have a small
update for that soon.

Don't forget to keep an eye on the developers next game, Whispers of a Machine. More info can be found at: 
http://www.whispersofamachine.com/

Thanks for buying and playing The Samaritan Paradox! 
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